
Beyond the Qube     Month 9    Sep 2021 

A sew along by Kaye England for Accuquilt - brought to you by Quilt Corral, Willows, CA 

In Session 10 (month 9) you will finish your quilt with three plain borders.  For best results, sew 

the border strips end to end into one long strip. Measure the quilt from side to side through the 

center and cut two borders to match the measurement. Sew to the top and bottom of the quilt. 

Press the seams toward the border. Measure the quilt from top to bottom through the center. 

Cut two borders to match the new measurement. Sew to the sides of the quilt. Press the seams 

toward the border. Repeat these steps for each of the three borders. 

      Here is Carol’s finished quilt: 

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Here’s Barb’s finished quilt:  

  

 

 

 

Post a picture of your finished quilt 

top by Oct 10. Everyone who posts 

their quilt will receive a gift and be 

entered in a drawing for a $25 gift 

certificate to Quilt Corral.  

 

Thank you for sewing along with us! 

Barb and Carol 



GO! Beyond the Qube Fabric Prep by Session 

©2020 AccuQuilt 

 

 

Instructor’s guide to fabric prep by session. 

 

Refer to the pattern for number of pieces to cut for each fabric, these charts for fabric 
prep/sub-cutting only. 

 

Color: Refers to the color named in the pattern. 
 

 
SESSION 10 

 
 

Color Die # Sub-cut Number Needed 

Red 55024 8” WOF 2 

Green 55017 8” WOF 3 

Navy 55032 7½” WOF 5 

 
 
 

Binding prep directions not included, however yardage needed is included in the Supply Guide. 



Final AssemblyFinal Assembly

SESSION 10SESSION 10

Top should now measure 84½" x 84½"

Join blocks from Sessions 7, 8 and 9 as follows. 
Add one row to each side, then add top and bottom. Ensure proper orientation for corners.



Border Color Strip Size Strip Die 

1 Red 1½" #55024

2 Green 2½" #55017

3 Navy 3½" #55032

continued

BordersBorders

Layer, quilt, bind and enjoy!Layer, quilt, bind and enjoy!

SESSION 10SESSION 10

Top should now measure 96½" x 96½"

Add Border 1 sides, then top and bottom. 
Add Border 2 sides, then top and bottom.
Add Border 3 sides, then top and bottom.

Border 1 Border 2 Border 3
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